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57) ABSTRACT 

The efficiency of conventional hot-liquid nozzles of 
the type normally used to create the driving jet in 
ejector pumps is increased by eliminating at least a 
part of the predominantly liquid boundary layer nor 
mally found on the inner surfaces of such nozzles. The 
boundary layer can be eliminated by providing within 
the nozzle a gas layer in contact with the inner sur 
faces of the nozzle or by withdrawing from the nozzle 
liquid making up the boundary layer. This is accom 
plished by providing in the nozzle wall, means such as 
orifices, slits or porous sections which permit the 
transmission of a fluid such as a gas or liquid through 
the wall. Thus gas can be injected through such means 
from a source external to the nozzle to form the gas 
layer within the nozzle, or boundary layer liquid pres 
ent within the nozzle can be withdrawn from the noz 
zle. The result of such procedures is to displace, and 
for minimize the formation of the liquid boundary 
layer. The gas can be injected through the nozzle walls 
at various locations along the length of the nozzle. 
One technique for physically removing from the noz 
zle liquid making up the boundary layer is to provide 
a thin peripheral slit in the nozzle which communi 
cates with a low pressure zone outside the nozzle. The 
pressure differential causes at least some of the liquid 
forming the boundary layer to flow out of the nozzle 
through the slit. . 

28 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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1 
NOZZLE FOR USE IN HOT LIQUID EJECTOR 

PUMPS, AND RELATED PROCESS 

The present invention allows the nozzles to operate 
effectively in liquid ejector pumps using moderate pres 
sure feed liquid or to produce a drive jet of higher en 
ergy using the high pressure liquid feeds normally em 
ployed in such nozzles. 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

Applicant claims the priority date of his correspond 
ing French Pat. application No. 71/41528 filed in 
France on Nov. 19, 1971, pursuant to the provisions of 
35 U.S.C. paragraph 1 19, for all the subject matter of 
this application which is common to said French appli 
cation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an improved nozzle 
of the converging-diverging type commonly used in 
ejector pumps in which the working fluid of the nozzle 
is a hot liquid under pressure. Normally, the hot liquid 
is water although other liquids can also be used. This 
invention further relates to an improvement in the pro 
cess normally carried out in such nozzles which renders 
the process more efficient. 
The details of hot-water nozzles and their use in ejec 

tor pumps are well known. For example, it is known to 
drive air through supersonic wind tunnels by means of 
hot-water ejectors. Such arrangements are described in 
Applicant's prior U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,914,941 and 
3,049,005 and their French counterpart patents. A 
more detailed publication pertaining to the use of hot 
water ejectors in wind tunnels is found in the brochure 
entitled S.N.E.C.M.A. Hot Water Drive for Wind 
Tunnels, put out in 1959 by Marc Wood International, 
Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. Wind tun 
nel arrangements of this type have already been pro 
duced. . . . . . 

Similar hot-water ejectors have been used for engine 
test facilities as detailed in Applicant's article in the 
Journal of Spacecraft, Vol. 1, No. 3, May-June 1964, 
pp. 333-338 and in desalinization processes as illus 
trated in French Pat. No. 1,595,843, of which Appli 
cant is a co-inventor. .. 

In conventional hot-water ejector pumps, a part of 
the hot water under pressure vaporizes, as it flows 
through the driving nozzle of the pump, and the liquid 
residue is simultaneously cooled, atomized into very 
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mentioned publications operate in gusts in order not to 
require too high an installed power. The hot water in 
tended for the ejector in such systems is removed dur 
ing a short time interval from a hot water storage ves 
sel; consequently, there is no difficulty in storing water 
under high pressure and saturation temperature in such 
a system. 
However, future applications requiring continuously 

operating hot-water ejectors are now contemplated, for 
example, in such processes as sea water desalinization, 
gas purification or dust removal. For such applications 
it is normally necessary to install high pressure hot 
water boilers, the use of which is at present not com 
mon. This results in substantial investment expenses. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide 
new techniques and apparatus for improving the effi 
ciency of hot-liquid nozzles so that moderate pressure 
liquid feeds can now be effectively employed, thereby 
making the above-mentioned applications more feasi 
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small droplets and accelerated. The driving jet emerg 
ing from the nozzle has a high content of liquid (typi 
cally 70-80 percent or more) and therefore a speed 
which is less than the jet of the same energy which is 
sues from a conventional steam-fed nozzle; the mixing 
of this relatively slow driving jet with the induced air or 
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other fluid drawn in by the pump therefore produces a 
smaller loss of energy. 
. It has been found in practice that for equal driving 
energy, a hot-water ejector has an efficiency greater 
than that of a steam ejector when the driving nozzle is 
fed with hot water at high pressure (for instance of the 
order of about 60 atmospheres) but that the efficiency 
of the ejector becomes very poor if the driving nozzle 
is fed with hot water at moderate pressure (for instance 
of the order of about 30 atmospheres or less). The su 
personic wind tunnels described in the above 
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ble by eliminating the need for high pressure boilers. 
It is another object of this invention to provide new 

techniques and apparatus for improving the present ef 
ficiency of hot-liquid nozzles to thereby increase the 
energy content of the driving jet when the high pressure 
liquid feeds presently used are available. 
These and other objects of this invention will be ap 

parent to one skilled in the art from a consideration of 
this entire disclosure, including the accompanying 
drawings. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
These objectives are broadly accomplished, in accor 

dance with the present invention, by providing a pro 
cess and means for effectively eliminating at least a 
portion of the predominantly liquid boundary layer 
normally found on the inner surfaces of a hot-liquid 
nozzle. In general, this is accomplished by providing 
means formed in the wall of such nozzles which allow 
a fluid to be transmitted through the nozzle wall. Such 
means occupy only a minor portion of the axial extent 
of the nozzle. By fluid is meant either a liquid or a gas. 
The term "transmitted' or "transmission' as used 
herein is intended to denote passage of the fluid 
through the nozzle wall in either direction, i.e., from 
the outside to the inside of the nozzle or from the inside 
to the outside of the nozzle. This concept will be illus 
trated in the specific embodiments discussed below in 
which it will be seen that in some cases fluid flows into 
the nozzle and in other cases it flows out of the nozzle, 
but the flow is always through the nozzle wall. 

In certain aspects of the invention, elimination of the 
boundary layer is accomplished by introducing within 
the nozzle additional energy beyond that normally ob 
tained in the operation of the nozzle so that the bound 
ary layer is eliminated while simultaneously making an 
energy contribution to the nozzle. More specifically, 
elimination of this boundary layer can be accomplished 
in a variety of ways. For example, it has been found that 
if a gas is introduced into the nozzle interior in such a 
way that the added gas is maintained in contact with 
the wall or inner surface of the nozzle, the liquid 
boundary layer. can be at least partially and in some 

65 
cases substantially eliminated and the nozzle's effi 
ciency increased. The added gas used is normally ama 
terial identical to that flowing through the nozzle. Since. 
the material which most commonly flows through such 
nozzles is water, the gas will normally be steam. Ac 
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cordingly, this aspect of the invention will be more spe 
cifically described hereinbelow in terms of steam as the 
gas, although it is to be understood that other gases can 
also be used. 
In one embodiment, the gas from an external source 

is injected, preferably in superheated state, though a 
porous section in the wall of the nozzle. The gas injec 
tion creates a gaseous film or layer on the inner surface 
of the nozzle which can dislodge at least a portion of a 
pre-existing liquid boundary layer or minimize the for 
mation of a boundary layer. The injected gas preferably 
comes from the boiler which supplies the driving liquid 
for the nozzle. In another embodiment, the gas in a sub 
stantially dry condition is injected through orifices in 
the nozzle wall downstream of an obstruction located 
either in the neck of the nozzle or upstream of the 
neck. It will be appreciated that in the above embodi 
ments, the gas eliminates at least a portion of the 
boundary layer while simultaneously making an energy 
contribution to the nozzle. ' , , 

The boundary layer can also be at least partly elimi 
nated by means which do not rely upon the formation 
of a gas layer, within the nozzle. For example, it can be 
eliminated by physically withdrawing from the nozzle, 
through a channel in the nozzle wall, at least a portion 
of the liquid forming the boundary layer. In one em 
bodiment of this aspect of the invention, the diverging 
portion of the nozzle is provided with a thin peripheral 
slit which provides communication between the inter 
ior of the nozzle and a chamber maintained at a pres 
sure lower than that in the nozzle. The pressure differ 
ential aids in drawing liquid from the inner surfaces of 
the nozzle through the slit into the low pressure cham 
ber and out of the nozzle. - 
Although the invention is in no way limited by any 

scientific theories or hypotheses, one may attempt to 
explain the advantageous effects of the improvements 
defined above in the following manner. It may be 
thought that the low efficiency of the ejector pump is 
due essentially to the fact that the expansion of the hot 
water in the nozzle is insufficient to cause an abundant 
liberation of driving steam, particularly as a boiling 
delay phenomenon can take place in the nozzle. As al 
most all of the hot water thus remains liquid in the noz 
zle, it is probable that its acceleration by the small 
amount of driving steam is unsatisfactory and that its 
flow against the wall of the nozzle also produces rela 
tively high friction losses which are believed to be asso 
ciated with the pressure of the predominantly liquid 
boundary layer on the wall. Even though a portion of 
the liquid feed is vaporized in the nozzle, the vast ma 
jority of the feed remains in a liquid state. As this liquid 
comes into contact with the nozzle walls, it creates a 
boundary layer thereon. It also seems likely that some 
of the vapor formed in the nozzle, upon striking the rel 
atively cool walls of the nozzle, may condense to add 
to the liquid boundary layer. Finally, it is probable that 
other relatively substantial energy losses take place in 
the pump upon the acceleration of the induced fluid by 
the driving jet containing an excessive proportion of 
the liquid boundary layer which has been decelerated 
on the wall of the nozzle. It is therefore plausible that 
a relatively small contribution of steam in contact with 
the wall of the nozzle substantially reduces the losses, 
on the one hand by eliminating, or at least minimizing 
the extent of, the liquid boundary layer thereby de 
creasing friction losses, and on the other handby in 
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4 
creasing the quantity of driving steam in a relatively 
large proportion. In that aspect of the invention which 
does not rely on steam or another gas to eliminate the 
boundary layer, it can still be seen that the advantage 
of decreasing the friction is still obtained by elimination 
of the friction-causing liquid boundary layer. 
There have been attempts in the prior art to improve 

the thermodynamic efficiency of the hot liquid nozzles. 
For example, U.S. Pat. No. 3,399,511 to Paul L. Geir 
inger discusses the friction of the inner surfaces of hot 
water nozzles and recognizes the adverse effect of the 
friction losses produced by these surfaces upon the 
thermodynamic efficiency of the nozzle. Geiringer sug 
gests adding heat to the nozzle to solve the problem. 
The added heat is said to reduce the friction along the 
nozzle surfaces and to evaporate liquid formed on such 
surfaces. Geiringer adds the heat by several different 
techniques all of which differ significantly from the 
present invention because none of them relies on the 
transmission of a fluid through the nozzle wall. In one 
embodiment, Geiringer heats the nozzle surfaces by 
wrapping an electrical resistance wire around the exte 
rior of the nozzle. In another embodiment, the wire is 
replaced by tubing through which a heating fluid is cir 
culated. In yet another embodiment Geiringer provides 
the nozzle with an external jacket through which a 
heating fluid is circulated. What all of Geiringer's em 
bodiments have in common is that the nozzle walls are 
heated by heating means external to the nozzle. Geir 
inger does not contemplate supplying energy directly to 
the nozzle by directly injecting steam into the nozzle 
through the nozzle wall. Nor does Geiringer contem 
plate actually removing liquid from the nozzle interior 
through the nozzle wall. It can be appreciated that in 
contrast to Geiringer's approach, the present invention 
is distinguishable in that the liquid boundary layer or 
friction layer in the nozzle is eliminated by an energy 
addition to the nozzle which is a direct addition in the 
sense that the source of the energy (steam, for exam 
ple) is injected directly into the nozzle, as opposed to 
Geiringer's indirect energy contribution wherein the 
energy addition is transmitted into the nozzle by heat 
transfer through the nozzle wall from an energy source 
(for example, the electrical resistance wire) outside the 
nozzle. 

Applicant's French Pat. No. 1,465,707 points out the 
advantages of maintaining a liquid film on the inner . 
wall of the mixing tube-diffuser section used to deceler 
ate the mixture resulting when the driving jet emerging 
from a hot-water nozzle contacts a gas such as air. The 
present invention, however, is concerned with the elim 
ination of a liquid layer and its replacement by a gas 
layer which creates less friction than the liquid layer, 
and with the presence of such layers at the surfaces of 
a hot-water nozzle and not in a separate piece of equip 
ment downstream of the nozzle. The objective of the 
present invention is to improve nozzle efficiency not 
the efficiency of the mixing tube-diffuser section. 
The invention will now be described in greater detail 

in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is an axial section through an improved hot 

water nozzle of this invention. 
FIG. 2 is a view similar to FIG. 1, showing another 

embodiment of the invention. - 
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FIG. 3 is a half section along the line 3-3 of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration on a smaller 

scale of the nozzle of FIG. 2, further including its hot 
water and steam feeding device and the pump of which 
it constitutes the driving nozzle. 
FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 1, showing a third em 

bodiment of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

In the embodiment of FIG. 1, the liquid boundary 
layer is eliminated by the injection of steam through a 
porous section in the nozzle wall downstream of the 
neck of the nozzle. Referring to FIG. 1, the nozzle is 
formed of a conduit consisting of three parts, a first 
part 17 forming the converging cone 2a, the neck 3a. 
and an upstream portion of short length 18 of the di 
verging cone 4a, a second part 19 forming the down 
stream zone 20 of said diverging cone; and a third po 
rous intermediate part 21 which forms an intermediate 
zone 22 of the diverging portion and which is present 
between part 19 and part 17. The latter is extended 
downstream by a tubular portion 23 surrounding the 
porous intermediate part 21 and terminating in a flange 
24 which is fastened to a flange 25 of part 19. A con 
ventional needle 5a is adapted along the XX' axis of the 
nozzle to adjust the flow rate through the nozzle. 
The porous intermediate part 21 is provided on the 

outside with annular chambering 26 which forms 
within the tubular portion 23 a space which is con 
nected to a source of steam by a conduit 27. This 
source of steam is typically a steam boiler which also 
supplies the hot water under pressure 6a which feeds 
the nozzle, in accordance with an arrangement similar 
to that which will be described hereinbelow with refer 
ence to FIG. 4. The hot water under pressure acceler 
ates and expands in the nozzle (which causes its partial 
vaporization, as already explained). Due to this expan 
sion, the pressure in the zone 22 of the diverging cone 
is less than the pressure in the boiler so that steam is 
drawn into zone 22 through the conduit 27, fills the 
space 26 and passes through the pores of the part 21 to 
form a layer or film of steam in contact with the portion 
22 of the diverging cone. The steam does not cool 
down substantially during this travel; it suffers a loss of 
head upon passage through the pores of the part 21 and 
arrives, expanded, in the diverging cone. The steam 
which forms the layer is therefore in superheated state. 
This layer of steam is present in the zone 22 of the di 
verging cone which large quantities of water have a ten 
dency to strike. This layer tends to move along the wall 
of the nozzle into the remaining portions of diverging 
cone 20. The film of steam minimizes the tendency for 
the water striking the nozzle walls to form a liquid 
boundary layer in the diverging portions of the nozzle. 

FIGS. 2 to 4, in which the parts which play the same 
role as in the preceding figure are designated by the 
same reference numbers provided with the suffix b, il 
lustrate an embodiment in which the liquid boundary 
layer is eliminated by the injection of steam upstream 
of the neck of the nozzle. In this embodiment the con 
verging cone 2b of the nozzle comprises an upstream 
portion 28 and a downstream portion 29 connected by 
a cylindrical portion 30 provided with longitudinal ribs 
31 which are also distributed circumferentially and 
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introduced through 

6 
which serve as guide for a cylindrical portion of the 
needle 5b. In the wall of the conduit 1b, around these 
ribs 31, there is provided an annular chamber 32 which 
is fed with steam through a conduit 33 and communi 
cates with the inside of the nozzle via a plurality of ori 
fices 34, each of which discharges radially into the cy 
lindrical portion 30 of said nozzle just downstream of 
the ribs 31. Stated differently, the orifices 34 discharge 
upstream of the neck of the nozzle in the wake of the 
obstruction formed by the ribs 31. 
The hot water which feeds the nozzle, as indicated by 

the arrows 6b, is supplied by a boiler which is shown 
schematically at 35 in FIG. 4. This boiler comprises a 
lower header 36, a tube nest 37 heated by the hot gases 
38 of the boiler, and an upper header 40. The lower 
header and the tube nest are filled with water which 
rises up to the level N in the upper header. This level 
is maintained constant by a water feed 39 controlled by 
a conventional automatic feed device (not shown in the 
drawing). The boiler produces saturated steam in a 
known manner; the water and the steam which are at 
the level N in the header 40 are at the same pressure 
(the pressure of the boiler) and at the same tempera 
ture (saturation temperature). 
The nozzle has its axis XX' located at a height h 

below the level N, and it is fed with hot water through 
a conduit 41 which extends from the bottom of the 
header 40. The pressure of the water at the entrance to 
the nozzle (expressed in height of water) is therefore 
equal to the pressure of the boiler plush. The conduit 
33 which feeds the annular chamber 32 with steam ex 
tends from the top of the upper header 40 and is pro 
vided with a regulating valve 42. 
Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, it will be understood that 

the hot water which enters the nozzle in the direction 
shown by the arrows 6b flows into the portion 28 of the 
converging cone and then passes through the channels 
43 present between the ribs 31 and discharges at the 
speed Winto the annular space 44 located downstream 
of these ribs, between the needle 5b and the cylindrical 
portion 30 of the wall of the nozzle. The value of this 
speed W depends on the value of the pressure of the 
steam arriving from the boiler in the orifices 34. If the 
valve 42 is wide open, this pressure is practically equal 
to that of the boiler so that the speed W is practically 
equal to V2gh, g being the acceleration of gravity; the 
steam which passes through the orifices. 34 into the 
space 44 then forms downstream of each rib 31 a small 
pocket of saturating steam of equal pressure with the 
water. If one reduces the steam feed by means of the 
valve 42, the pressure in the chamber 32 and the ori 
fices 34, and therefore also in the space 44, will be low 
ered so that the speed W will increase; the pressure of 
the hot water in the channels 43 will therefore drop lo 
cally to below the vapor tension of the hot water, but 
a delay in boiling will generally occur and the water will 
start to vaporize in the space 44 in contact with the su 
perheated steam coming from the orifices 34. The 
steam thus produced will mix uniformly with the steam 

the orifices 34 and will be driven 
downstream along the walls of the nozzle. 

It is therefore seen that it is possible by means of the 
valve 42 to control the proportion of water and steam 
flowing through the nozzle to form at the outlet of the 
nozzle the driving jet 7b (FIG. 4) which serves as the 
inductor jet for drawing a fluid at 45 into the pump 46 
and delivering it at 47. 



7. 
FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of the invention in 

which a steam layer in contact with the nozzle surfaces 
is not relied upon for elimination of the liquid boundary 
layer. In FIG. 5, parts having the same function as in 
FIG. 1 are designated by the same reference numbers 
provided with the suffix c. Referring to FIG. 5, the di 
verging cone 4c is similar to cone 4a in FIG. 1 except 
that it has been shortened at its discharge end. Cone 4c 
is enclosed in a generally cylindrical hollow jacket 51 
which is rigidly affixed to cone 4c through a plurality 
of spaced ribs 52 which extend radially from cone 4c. 
The downstream ends of walls 53 of jacket 51 are pro 
vided with thickened portions 54 which are curved in 
wardly and in an upstream direction to form at the 
downstream end of jacket 51 a conduit 55 having a 
truncated conical configuration. Conduit 55 is axially 
aligned with cone 4c to form a symmetrical extension 
of cone 4c. Thus, the combination of cone 4c and con 
duit 55 provides a diverging cone of substantially the 
same size as cone 4a in FIG. 1. ". . . 
COne 4c and conduit 55 are separated by a thin 

space 57 which forms in the diverging cone created by 
cone 4c and conduit 55 a thin peripheral slit which pro 
vides communication between the interior of said di 
verging cone and the hollow chamber 58 surrounding 
the conduit. Chamber 58 is connected to a vacuum or 
other low pressure source by conduit 59 or other means 
to create in chamber 58 a pressure lower than that in 
the diverging portion of the nozzle. This pressure dif 
ferential causes boundary layer liquid on the inner sur 
faces of cone 4c to flow through the slit created by 
space 57 and into chamber 58 from which it is removed 
through conduit 59. Space 57 must be kept sufficiently 
thin to prevent any substantial amount of the driving jet 
7c produced in the nozzle from being diverted into 
chamber 58 in response to the pressure differential. 
The liquid withdrawn in this manner forms at least a 

portion of the liquid boundary layer in the nozzle. To 
facilitate and guide the removal of the liquid, the inner 
downstream surfaces of cone 4c are tapered outwardly 
as at 60 while the adjoining upstream surfaces of con 
duit 55 are tapered inwardly as at 61. The curved por 
tions 54 of jacket 51 direct the liquid removed from 
cone 4c in a generally upstream direction through the 
channels between spaced ribs 52 to exit conduit 59. 
The physical removal of this liquid from the nozzle re 
sults in an increase of the average value of the velocity 
of the driving jet and hence an increase in nozzle effi 
ciency. 
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steam content of the flow increases uniformly along the 
nozzle. , . 
The specific embodiments discussed above and other 

detailed information set forth herein are illustrative 
only and such modifications and alterations thereof as 
would be apparent to one skilled in the art are deemed 
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It should be noted that in those embodiments which 

rely upon formation of a gas layer in the nozzle, a sub 
stantial increase in output can be obtained by an addi 
tion of gas at a rate of about 1 to 15 percent that of the 
working liquid flowing through the nozzle. The ar 
rangement of FIG. 1 permits a high contribution of en 
ergy; the porous part 21 makes it possible to remove 
from the boiler an amount of steam equal to a few per 
cent by weight of the hot water introduced into the noz 
zle; the layer of superheated steam injected against the 
wall 22 is thicker and its contribution to the increase of 
the thermodynamic efficiency may be higher. It is the 
embodiment of FIGS. 2 and 3 which permits the largest 
contribution of energy, the orifices 34 making it possi 
ble to inject an amount of steam which may, for in 
stance, reach up to 15 percent the rate of the hot water 
introduced into the nozzle. In this embodiment, the 

55 
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to fall within the scope of the invention as defined by 
the claims appended hereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector 

systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
fed to the converging portion of said nozzle under pres 
sure and in the liquid state, improved means for elimi 
nating at least a portion of the predominantly liquid 
boundary layer ordinarily formed on the inner surfaces 
of said nozzle, comprising means formed in the wall of 
said nozzle which provide a conduit for the transmis 
sion of a fluid through said wall. 

2. The nozzle of claim 1 wherein said means formed 
in said nozzle wall comprises orifices for injecting a gas 
from an external source into said nozzle through the 
wall of said nozzle. 

3. The nozzle of claim 2 wherein said orifices are in 
the wall of the converging portion of the nozzle. 
4. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector 

systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
fed to the converging portion of said nozzle under pres 
sure and in the liquid state, improved means for elimi 
nating at least a portion of the predominantly liquid 
boundary layer ordinarily formed on the inner surfaces 
of said nozzle, comprising means formed in the wall of 
the nozzle at a point other than the neck portion of the 
nozzle which provide a conduit for the transmission of 
a fluid through said wall. 

5. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector. 
systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
fed to the converging portion of said nozzle under pres 
sure and in the liquid state, improved means for elimi 
nating at least a portion of the predominantly liquid 
boundary layer ordinarily formed on the inner surfaces 
of said nozzle, comprising a gas permeable porous sec 
tion in the wall of said nozzle through which a gas from 
a source external of the nozzle can be injected through 
the wall of said nozzle and into said nozzle. 

6. The nozzle of claim.5 wherein said porous section 
is in the wall of the diverging portion of the nozzle. 
7. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector 

systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
fed to the converging portion of said nozzle under pres 
sure and in the liquid state, improved means for elimi 
nating at least a portion of the predominantly liquid 
boundary layer ordinarily formed on the inner surfaces 
of said nozzle, comprising a thin peripheral slit in the 
nozzle wall for withdrawing at least a part of the liquid 
comprising the boundary layer from said nozzle 
through said slit. 

8. The nozzle of claim 7 wherein said peripheral slit 
is in the wall of the diverging portion of said nozzle. 
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9. The nozzle of claim 1 wherein said means formed 
in said nozzle wall comprises means for injecting a gas 
from an external source into said nozzle through the 
wall of said nozzle to provide in said nozzle a gas in 
contact with the wall of the nozzle. 

10. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector 
systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
fed to the converging portion of said nozzle under pres 
sure and in the liquid state, the improvement compris 
ing means for forming on the inner surface of said noz 
zle in contact with said liquid a layer of said fluid in its 
gaseous state, said layer being formed by gas injected 
into said nozzle from a gas source external to the noz 
zle. 
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11. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector . 
systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to vertically exaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
under pressure and in the liquid state introduced into 
said converging portion, the improvement which com 
prises a porous section in said nozzle in contact with 
the interior of said nozzle, an enclosure surrounding 
said porous section and having a chamber therein com 
municating with said porous section, and means for 
supplying said fluid to said chamber, in its gaseous 
state, whereby said gaseous fluid permeates said porous 
section and creates on the inner surface of said porous 
section a layer of said gaseous fluid. 

12. The nozzle of claim 11 wherein said porous sec 
tion forms an intermediate part of the diverging portion 
of said nozzle. 

13. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector 
systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
under pressure and in the liquid state introduced into 
said converging portion, the improvement which com 
prises a converging portion comprising an upstream 
and downstream converging cone separated by an in 
termediate section, means disposed in said intermedi 
ate section for creating a flow obstacle to the stream 
flowing through the intermediate section, and means 
for injecting said fluid, in its gaseous state, through the 
walls of said cylindrical section downstream of said ob 
stacle creating means. 

14. The nozzle of claim 13 wherein said means for 
creating an obstacle comprises a plurality of ribs ex 
tending radially into said intermediate section from the 
wall of said intermediate section, and wherein said 
means for injecting said fluid comprises a plurality of 
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tion and containing therein a hollow chamber, said 
chamber communicating with said slit, and means for 
creating in said chamber a pressure lower than that pre 
vailing in said nozzle, whereby liquid on the inner sur 
face of said nozzle is drawn out of said nozzle through 
said slit into said chamber, 

16. The nozzle of claim 15 wherein said means form 
ing said slit comprises two separate axially aligned and 
cooperating portions forming said diverging portion of 
said nozzle, and means for maintaining said axially 
aligned portions in spaced relationship to form said slit 
between the adjoining edges of said portions, 

17. The nozzle of claim 15 wherein said slit is a thin 
peripheral slit. 

18. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector 
systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
under pressure and in the liquid state introduced into 
said converging portion, the improvement comprising 
means for providing on the inner surface of the nozzle, 
from means other than the vaporization of the liquid 
feed to the nozzle caused by the diverging portion of 
the nozzle, and from a gas source external to the noz 
zle, a gaseous fluid in contact with the inner surface of 
the nozzle which is capable of making an energy contri 
bution to the nozzle. 

19. In a method which comprises introducing into the 
converging portion of a nozzle of the type used in hot 
water ejector systems comprising a converging portion 
and a diverging portion interconnected by a neck por 
tion a hot fluid under pressure and in the liquid state 
and partially evaporating and atomizing said fluid in 
said nozzle, the improvement which comprises elimi 
nating from the inner surfaces of the nozzle at least a 
portion of the predominantly liquid boundary layer 
normally associated with said surfaces by providing in 
the wall of said nozzle means for transmitting a fluid 
through said wall, and then passing a fluid through said 
CaS. w 

20. The method of claim 19 wherein said means com 
prises orifices in the nozzle wall and wherein said fluid 
is a gas which is injected through said orifices into said 
nozzle from a gas source external to the nozzle. 
21. The method of claim 19 wherein said meanscom 

prises a porous section in the nozzle wall and wherein 
said fluid is a gas which is injected through said porous 
section into said nozzle from a gas source external to 

50 

orifices in the wall of said intermediate section, said or 
ifices communicating with manifold means from which 
said fluid, in its gaseous state, is supplied to said ori 
fices, said orifices being disposed to inject said fluid 
into the wake created by said ribs. 

15. In a nozzle of the type used in hot water ejector 
systems comprising a converging portion and a diverg 
ing portion interconnected by a neck portion and 
adapted to partially evaporate and atomize a hot fluid 
under pressure and in the liquid state introduced into 
said converging portion, the improvement which com 
prises means forming a slit in the diverging portion of 
said nozzle which provides communication between 
the interior and exterior of said diverging portion, a. 
jacket enclosing at least a portion of said diverging por 
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the nozzle. 
22. The method of claim 19 wherein said means com 

prises a peripheral slit in the nozzle wall and wherein 
the fluid is liquid present in the nozzle which passes 
from the interior to the exterior of the nozzle through 
said slit. 
23. The method of claim 19 wherein said boundary 

layer is eliminated by providing (1) a hollow chamber 
enclosing the diverging portion of the nozzle and (2) a 
thin peripheral slit in said diverging portion which com 
municates with said chamber, and creating in said 
chamber a pressure less than that prevailing in said di 
verging portion whereby liquid is withdrawn from said 
nozzle through said slit. 
24. The method of claim 19 wherein said boundary 

layer is eliminated by passing a gas, from a gas source 
external to the nozzle, through said fluid transmission 
means in said nozzle wall to form in said nozzle a gase 
ous layer and maintaining said gaseous layer in contact 
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with the inner surface of said nozzle, said gaseous layer 
further characterized in that it creates an energy addi 
tion to the nozzle. 
25. The method of claim 19 wherein said hot fluid is 

Water. 
26. In a method which comprises introducing into the 

converging portion of a nozzle of the type used in hot 
water ejector systems comprising a converging portion 
and a diverging portion interconnected by a neck por 
tion, a hot fluid under pressure and in the liquid state, 
and partially evaporating and atomizing said fluid in 
said nozzle, the improvement which comprises provid 
ing in the diverging portion of said nozzle a porous sec 
tion and injecting said fluid in its gaseous state, through 
said porous section and into said nozzle to form on the 
inner surface of said nozzle a gaseous layer of said fluid. 

27. In a method which comprises introducing into the 
converging portion of a nozzle of the type used in hot 
water ejector systems comprising a converging portion 
and a diverging portion interconnected by a neck por 
tion, a hot fluid under pressure and in liquid state, and 
partially evaporating and atomizing said fluid in said 
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nozzle, the improvement which comprises providing a 
converging portion comprising two converging cones 
separated by an intermediate section, said section con 
taining a plurality of ribs extending into said intermedi 
ate section and a plurality of orifices upstream of said 
ribs, and injecting into said intermediate section 
through said orifices said fluid, in its gaseous state, to 
form on the inner surface of said nozzle a layer of said 
gas. 
28. In a method which comprises introducing into the 

converging portion of a nozzle of the type used in hot 
water ejector systems comprising a converging portion 
and a diverging portion interconnected by a neck por 
tion, a hot fluid under pressure and in liquid state, and 
partially evaporating and atomizing said fluid in said 
nozzle, the improvement which comprises providing a 
thin peripheral slit in the diverging portion of the noz 
zle and a hollowjacket surrounding said enclosure and 
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creating in said hollow jacket a pressure less than that 
prevailing in the nozzle, whereby liquid present in said 
nozzle passes into said hollow jacket through said slit. 
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